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Introduction
Why settle for a porn site that only offers the same old smut week after week when instead you can have
access to a huge growing archive of some of the filthiest XXX DVDs around? Being the best perv you
can be takes practice, and requires oodles of smut and plenty of rest. Adult Dreams definitely cum out
best when they're wet!

Adult Review
Joining a XXX megasite is one of the best things you can do if you want to make your penis proud.  The very first time you
log in to Adult Dreams, you'll notice that there's no way you'll ever be able to run out of high quality porn to watch.  With
5493 full length porn DVDs currently online, and a brand new one added every single day, you'll have to spend just about all
of your free time watching and downloading this awesome hardcore content.
  
  All of the sex DVDs have been broken down by category.  There are loads of ever day porn categories like Amateurs, Anal,
and Cumshots, as well as a few kinkier sections like Fetishes and Cheerleaders.  Lots of the DVDs are cross-referenced in
one or more of these sections, so however you search or sort you'll most likely be able to find the exact kind of porn you're
looking for.
  
  All of the Adult Dreams DVDs have been separated into individual scenes can either be downloaded or streamed.   WMV is
the only format that's available, and all clips have been encoded in several different speeds and resolutions.  The high end clip
is presented in 720 x 480 resolution which is pretty decent.  You can sort the porn by category, and see a full listing of all of
the available porn whores and porn studios that are available.   There are also loads of super high quality XXX picture sets
that are also broken down by categories, and every pic is available in awesome 1200 x 873 resolution.
  
  And get this: you can take a test drive of Adult Dreams for free!  With this much porn, the webmasters are so confident that
they have an amazing product that they'll let everyone sample it via a free 3 day trial subscription.  You'll need to provide
them with payment info to prove you're of age, and when doing this you'll also be presented with offers from affiliated porn
sites so make sure you pay attention.  
  
  Once your free three day trial subscription to Adult Dreams is up, if you want to continue to be a member then you won't
have to do a thing.  Just let it auto-renew and you'll automatically be converted to a full monthly member and have even more
sexy features made available to you.  This includes plenty of VOD, free webcams, and access to more adult DVD archive
sites.  You can see a full list of free bonus archives right next to this review.  It's very rare that a porn extravaganza like this
cums along, so take advantage of it today!

Porn Summary
Good porn sites should be well rounded and provide hardcore sex in a wide variety of flavors.  Adult Dreams is a XXX
paradise where you won't leave hungry!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Thousands of Adult Dreams Shown In Hardcore Porn DVD Movies'
Quality: 83  Updates: 94 Exclusive: 78 Interface: 81
Support: 83 Unique: 78    Taste: 84        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $39.98 Preview: 3 Days for FREE! Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 5,493
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